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The data space collected by a wireless sensor network (WSN) is the basis of data mining and data visualization. In the process of
monitoring physical quantities with large time and space correlations, incomplete acquisition strategy with data interpolation
can be adopted to reduce the deployment cost. To improve the performance of data interpolation in such a scenario, we
proposed a robust data interpolation based on a back propagation artificial neural network operator. In this paper, a neural
network learning operator is proposed based on the strong fault tolerance of artificial neural networks. The learning operator is
trained by using the historical data of the data acquisition nodes of WSN and is transferred to estimate the value of physical
quantities at the locations where sensors are not deployed. The experimental results show that our proposed method yields
smaller interpolation error than the traditional inverse-distance-weighted interpolation (IDWI) method.

1. Introduction

The purpose of a wireless sensor network (WSN) is to obtain
the data field or data space of the physical world as accurate
and complete as possible through acquisition technology.
It is an important part of forecasting, simulation, and
prediction to obtain the spatial-temporal distribution
information of the monitored object accurately. However,
in some scenarios, WSN can take an incomplete acquisition
strategy, due to the development cost of the sensing device
and the deployment environment factor, energy limitation,
equipment aging, and other factors, or because it is not
necessary to collect the data in each corner of the monitoring
area. The incomplete acquisition strategy is divided into
three cases: (a) spatial incomplete acquisition strategy—the
actual collected area is smaller than the interested area or
the actual acquisition location set is part of the entire
acquisition locations in the monitoring area; (b) temporal
incomplete acquisition strategy—the actual collection time

period is less than the time period in which all devices work.
The sleeping schedule is a temporal incomplete acquisition
strategy. (c) Incomplete acquisition of attributes—the actual
physical quantities collected are less than the interested
physical quantities.

Because the constraints of interpolation are relatively
small, it is more appropriate to use the interpolation algo-
rithm to complete or refine the entire data space in the case
of spatial incomplete acquisition. The interpolation comple-
tion algorithm takes advantage of the strong correlation
between the data in the data space. At present, data interpo-
lation is the main method to complement the data space of
the entire region. In [1], Ding and Song used the linear
interpolation theory to evaluate the working status of each
node and the whole network coverage case. In [2], Alvear
et al. applied interpolation techniques for creating detailed
pollution maps.

However, WSN is often affected by many unfavorable
factors. For example, it is usually arranged in a harsh
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environment, the node failure rate is relatively high, it is very
difficult to physically replace the failure sensor, and the wire-
less communication network is susceptible to interference,
attenuation, multipath, blind zone, and other unfavorable
factors. Data is prone to errors, security is not guaranteed,
etc. Therefore, WSN data interpolation technology must be
highly fault tolerant to ensure high credibility and robustness
of the completed data space [3].

Data interpolation is used to predict and estimate the
information at an unknown location by means of using
known information. Transfer learning opens up a new path
for data interpolation. The goal of transfer learning is to
extract useful knowledge from one or more source domain
tasks and apply them to new target tasks. It is essentially
the transfer and reuse of knowledge. Transfer learning has
gradually received the attention of scholars. In [4], the
authors are motivated by the idea of transfer learning. They
proposed a novel domain correction and adaptive extreme
learning machine (DC-AELM) framework with transferring
capability to realize the knowledge transfer for interference
suppression. To improve the radar emitter signal recogni-
tion, Yang et al. use transfer learning to obtain the robust
feature against signal noise rate (SNR) variation in [5]. In
[6], the authors discuss the relationship between transfer
learning and other related machine learning techniques
such as domain adaptation, multitask learning, and sample
selection bias, as well as covariate shift.

Artificial neural networks have strong robustness. One of
the requirements to ensure the accuracy of transfer learning
is the robustness of the learning algorithm. Many scholars
have combined the neural artificial network with transfer
learning. In [7] Pan et al. propose a cascade convolutional
neural network (CCNN) framework based on transfer
learning for aircraft detection. It achieves high accuracy and
efficient detection with relatively few samples. In [8], Park
et al. showed that the transfer learning of the ImageNet
pretrained deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN)
can be extremely useful when there are only a small number
of Doppler radar-based spectrogram data.

The research aim of data interpolation of WSN is to
complete the data space of the entire monitoring area by
using the limited data of the acquisition node to estimate
the data at the locations where sensors are deployed. How-
ever, data errors of WSN due to various reasons have great
impact on the accuracy of data interpolation. Due to the
strong robustness of an artificial neural network, an artificial
neural network learning operator is generated by using
historical measurement data of limited data acquisition
nodes in this paper. At the same time, this paper applies the
learning property of the artificial neural network to the
inverse-distance-weighted interpolation method, which is
conducive to improving precision and accuracy of data
interpolation. On the basis of analyzing the demand of net-
work models, this paper proposes a robust data interpolation
based on a back propagation artificial neural network opera-
tor for incomplete acquisition in wireless sensor networks.
The detailed steps of the algorithm are discussed in detail,
and the algorithm is analyzed based on the MATLAB tool
and the measured data provided by the Intel Berkeley

Research laboratory [9]. The experimental results are good
evaluations of the fault-tolerant performance and lower error
of our proposed method.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Aiming at the data loss and disturbance error, we
propose a fault-tolerant complementary algorithm
based on the robustness of the artificial neural
network

(2) We combine the artificial neural network with the
inverse-distance-weighted interpolation algorithm
to obtain a novel back propagation artificial neural
network operator

(3) We use the inverse tangent function to reconcile the
relationships among multiple prediction values

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we summarize the related work. Section 3 introduces the
interpolation model in the condition of data error. Section
4 presents how to construct the learning operator set of data
acquisition nodes. Section 5 elaborates how to generate the
interpolation by the method based on the back propagation
artificial neural network operator. We will show the experi-
mental results of our proposed methods compared with the
inverse-distance-weighted interpolation in Section 6. The
conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Related Works

2.1. The Inverse-Distance-Weighted Interpolation Method.
The inverse-distance-weighted interpolation (IDWI) method
is also called “inverse-distance-weighted averaging” or the
“Shepard Method.” The interpolation scheme is explicitly
expressed as follows:

Given n locations whose the plane coordinates are xi, yi
and the values are zi, where i = 1, 2,… , n, the interpolation
function is

f x, y =
∑n

i=1 di/dist
p
i

∑n
i=1 1/distpi

if x, y ≠ xi, yi , i = 1, 2,… , n,

di if x, y = xi, yi , i = 1, 2,… , n,
1

where disti = x − xi
2 + y − yi

2 is the horizontal distance

between x, y and xi, yi , where i = 1, 2,… , n. p is a con-
stant greater than 0, called the weighted power exponent.

It can easily be seen that the interpolation f x, y =∑n
i=1

di/dist
p
i /∑n

i=1 1/distpi of the location x, y is the weighted
mean of dist1, dist2,… , distn.

The application of inverse-distance-weighted interpola-
tion is more extensive. Because of its simple computation
and having less constraints, the interpolation precision is
higher. In [10], Kang and Wang use the Shepard family of
interpolants to interpolate the density value of any given
computational point within a certain circular influence
domain of the point. In [11], Hammoudeh et al. use a
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Shepard interpolation method to build a continuous map for
a new WSN service called the map generation service.

From (1), we can see that the IDWI algorithm is sensitive
to the accuracy of the data. However, WSN is usually
deployed in a harsh environment, and the probability of
data being collected is high. The error tolerance of the
interpolation algorithm is required. This paper improves
the robustness of interpolation algorithm on the basis of
the inverse-distance interpolation algorithm.

2.2. Artificial Neural Network. An artificial neural network
(ANN) is an information processing paradigm that is
inspired from biological nervous systems, such as how the
brain processes information. ANNs, like people, have the
ability to learn by example. An ANN is configured for a
specific application, such as pattern recognition, function
approximation, or data classification, through a learning
process. Learning in biological systems involves adjustments
to the synoptic connections that exist among neurons. This
is true for ANNs as well. They are made up of simple pro-
cessing units which are linked by weighted connections to
form structures that are able to learn relationships between
sets of variables. This heuristic method can be useful for
nonlinear processes that have unknown functional forms.
The feed forward neural networks or the multilayer percep-
tron (MLP) among different networks is most commonly
used in engineering. MLP networks are normally arranged
in three layers of neurons; the input layer and output layer
represent the input and output variables, respectively, of
the model; laid between them is one or more hidden
layers that hold the network’s ability to learn nonlinear
relationships [12].

The natural redundancy of neural networks and the form
of the activation function (usually a sigmoid) of neuron
responses make them somewhat fault tolerant, particularly
with respect to perturbation patterns. Most of the published
work on this topic demonstrated this robustness by injecting
limited (Gaussian) noise on a software model [13]. Velazco
et al. proved the robustness of ANN with respect to bit errors
in [13]. Venkitaraman et al. proved that neural network
architecture exhibits robustness to the input perturbation:
the output feature of the neural network exhibits the
Lipschitz continuity in terms of the input perturbation in
[14]. Artificial neural networks have strong robustness. The
robustness of the algorithm is a requirement to ensure the
accuracy of artificial neural network operator transferring.
We can see from the literatures [7, 8] that operator transfer-
ring can combine well with an artificial neural network. The
learning operator in this paper also adopts an artificial neural
network algorithm.

3. Problem Formulations

3.1. Data Acquisition Nodes. To assess the entire environ-
mental condition, WSN collects data by deploying a certain
number of sensors in the location of the monitoring area;
thus, the physical quantity of the monitoring area is discre-
tized and the monitoring physical quantity is digitized.

Definition 1. Interested locations: in the whole monitoring
area, they are the central locations of the segment of the
monitoring area that we are interested in.

Sensors can be deployed at each interested location to
capture data. The data at all interested locations reflects the
information status of the entire monitoring area.

We assumed that S is the set of the interested locations,
which is a matrix of 1×n.

S = s1 x1, y1 , s2 x2, y2 , s3 x3, y3 ,… , sn xn, yn , 2

where si xi, yi is the ith interested location in the monitoring
area. xi, yi is the coordinates of the si interested location in
the monitoring area. Due to the difficulty and limitation of
deployment, not all the interested locations can deploy
sensors. This paper studies the spatial incomplete collection
strategy. We select a subset of S as the data acquisition node.
S represents the potential of a set, that is, the number of

elements of S. S = n.

Definition 2. Data acquisition nodes: they are the interested
locations where the sensors are actually deployed.

The sensors are deployed in these interested locations,
so that these locations become data acquisition nodes. The
all-data acquisition nodes in the monitoring area act as the
sensing layer of the WSN, and the information is transmitted
to the server through the devices of the transport layer.

In our research, when the sensors are not deployed at the
interested location, we use zero as a placeholder to replace the
data acquisition node. When the interested location becomes
the data acquisition node, we use 1 as a placeholder to replace
the data acquisition node. Suppose that M is the set of data
acquisition nodes.

M = si ∣ si = 1, si ∈ S, i = 1… n , 3

where si = 1 represents the ith interested location where the
sensors are deployed. M indicates the potential of the set
M. It reflects the total number of elements in the set of data
acquisition nodes. This paper investigates the case where
multiple types of sensors are deployed at a data acquisition
node. The data that the data acquisition node si can correctly
collect at time tl is defined as dsi tl = dsi ,1 tl , dsi ,2 tl ,… ,
dsi ,k tl , which is k dimensional data that is perceived by
the ith data acquisition location si in S. The physical quantity
of temperature, humidity, etc. can be measured at the same
time. The data is defined as

DM tl = dsi tl ∣ si ∈M, dsi tl ∈ Rk 4

If M < S , then WSN implements incomplete cover-
age; if M = S , thenWSN implements complete coverage.
The data of the interested location where the sensors are not
deployed can be assessed by the data of the data acquisition
node. The interested location where the sensors are not
deployed is indicated as non-data acquisition location.
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3.2. Data Acquisition Error. Because the wireless communi-
cation network is susceptible to interference, attenuation,
multipath, blind zone, and other unfavorable factors, the data
error rate is high. Nodes and links in wireless sensor
networks are inherently erroneous and unpredictable. The
error data which greatly deviated from the ideal truth value
is divided into two types: data loss and data disturbance.

(1) Data Loss. These reasons, such as nodes cannot work,
links cannot be linked, or data cannot be transmitted, cause
the data of the corresponding data acquisition nodes to not
reach the sink node.

(2) Data Disturbance. Due to the failure, the local function of
the WSN is in an incorrect (or ambiguous) system state. This
state may cause a deviation between the data measured by the
sensors of the corresponding data acquisition node and the
true value, or the signal is disturbed during the transmission,
and the data received at the sink node is deviant from the true
value. The data that corresponds to the data acquisition node
is not the desired result. The collected data oscillate in the
data area near the true value. In this paper, we assumed that
the data disturbance obeys the Gauss distribution.

The main idea of our method is based on the fundamen-
tal assumption that the sensing data of WSN are regarded as
a vector indexed by the interested locations and recovered
from a subset sensing data. As demonstrated in Figure 1,
the data acquisition consists of two stages: the data-sensing
stage and the data-recovering stage. At the data-sensing
stage, instead of deploying sensors and sensing data at all
interested locations, a subset of interested locations which
are the shaded ones in the second subfigure is selected to
sense physical quantity and deliver the sensing data to the
sink node at each data collection round. Some locations are
drawn by the fork in the second subfigure because their data
is lost or disturbed. The fork represented the data errors.
When the hardware and software of the network node
failures or the communication links of the network are
broken, the set of sensors which encounter data errors is only
the subset of M. At the data-recovering stage, the sink node
receives these incomplete sensing data over some data collec-
tion rounds shown in the third subfigure in which the shaded
entries represent the valid sensing data and the white entries
are unknown. And then we could use them to recover the
complete data by our method.

Here we adopt a mask operator A to represent the
process of collecting data-encountering errors:

A DM tl = B tl , 5

where B is the data set that is actually received for interpola-
tion. For the sake of clarity, the operator A can be specified
as a vector product as follows:

A DM tl =Q ⊙DM tl , 6

where ⊙ denotes the product of two vectors, i.e., bsi tl =
dsi tl × qsi . Q is a vector of 1 × M . bsi indicates the data

that is actually received by the ith data acquisition node
for interpolation.

qsi =

1, if the data is not error,
0, if the data is lost,
No dsi tl , σ

2

dsi
, if the data is disturbed,

7

where No dsi tl , σ
2 represents Gauss distribution with a

mean of dsi tl and a variance of σ2.
In this paper, the error rate of the received data is defined

as follows: Q qsi≠1
/ M , where Q qsi≠1

is the number of

non-1 elements.

3.3. Completion of Data Space with Interpolation. Due to
conditional restrictions, there is no way to deploy sensors
in S −M. The data generated in S −M can be estimated by
interpolation based on the data in M. The data space of the
entire monitoring area is set to

DS tl =DM tl ∪ D̂S−M tl , 8

where DM tl represents the data set collected from the data
acquisition node in M at epoch tl. DS−M tl is the data set
collected from non-data acquisition locations S −M at the
epoch tl in the ideal case, if the sensors are deployed in
the non-data acquisition location. D̂S−M tl is the data
interpolation set based on the data in M.

The problem definition is how to process the DM tl data
so that D̂S−M tl is as close as possible to DS−M tl , that is, the
problem of minimizing the error between D̂S−M tl and
DS−M tl . Its mathematical expression is as follows:

arg min D̂S−M tl −DS−M tl

s t Q ≠ 1,
9

where ⋅ is the Euclidean norm form used to evaluate the
error between D̂S−M tl and DS−M tl ; Q ≠ 1 indicates that Q
is not a full 1 matrix.

D̂S−M tl = d̂sj tl ∣ d̂sj tl

= E d̂sj′ tl , d̂sj″ tl ,… , d̂nsj tl , sj ∈ S −M ,
10

where dsj′ tl , dsj″ tl ,… , dnsj tl represents each value close to

dsj tl . Suppose si is the closest data acquisition node to sj.

The value received from the data acquisition node nearest
the non-data acquisition location is also close to dsj tl .

∵distsi⟶sj
=min distM⟶sj

, si ∈M, 11

where distM⟶sj
indicates the distance from each data acqui-

sition node in M to the non-data acquisition location sj. The
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closer the information collected by the node, the greater the
correlation [15].

∴dsj′ tl = dsi tl , 12

where dsi tl represents the value of the physical quantity
actually collected by the si data acquisition node.

Suppose that d̂sj″ tl represents the assessed value at the

jth non-data acquisition location, which is obtained by the
back propagation artificial neural network operator. In this

paper, we get the d̂sj″ tl that is close to dsj tl .The data set

of non-data acquisition locations for interpolation is

dsj″ tl =ϒsj
bsi tl , sj ∈ S −M, si ∈M,

D̂S−M″ tl =ϒS−M B tl ,
13

where ϒS−M ⋅ represents the learning operator to assess
dsj tl . B tl represents the received data set at the epoch tl.

We can use the back propagation artificial neural network
operator of the data acquisition node closest to the non-

Interested
locations

Data acquisition
nodes

Proposed method

Incomplete
data space

Completed
data space

Interested location index

Interested location index

Data errors

Figure 1: Incomplete acquisition process based on our proposed method.
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data acquisition location to predict the data of the non-data
acquisition location.

4. Learning Operator Set of Data
Acquisition Nodes

The mathematical model of the learning operator for the
reconstruction is as follows:

arg min ϒ Inp − Tar

s t Inp ≠ Tar
14

where Tar represents the learning goals, ϒ ⋅ is the learn-
ing operator of Inp, and Inp can be individuals, variables,
and even algorithms or functions, sets, and so on. The
input of ϒ ⋅ is Inp. Inp and Tar are different. If they
do not have differences, there is no need to learn for
reconstruction. The purpose of learning is to make ϒ Inp
gradually approach Tar.

Because data of WSN is error-prone, we need fault-
tolerant and robust learning operators. The learning operator
in this paper uses a back propagation (BP) artificial neural
network. We can use data of data acquisition nodes to predict
the data of the non-data acquisition location, thus assessing
the data space of the entire monitoring area. Because of the
strong robustness and adaptability of the artificial neural
network, we can use the artificial neural network to interpo-
late the data of non-data acquisition locations in the case of
data error.

The BP artificial neural network is a multilayer (at least 3
levels) feedforward network based on error backpropagation.
Because of its characteristics, such as nonlinear mapping,
multiple input and multiple output, and self-organizing
self-learning, the BP artificial neural network can be more
suitable for dealing with the complex problems of nonlinear
multiple input and multiple output. The BP artificial neural
network model is composed of an input layer, hidden layer
(which can be multilayer, but at least one level), and output
layer. Each layer is composed of a number of juxtaposed
neurons. The neurons in the same layer are not connected
to each other, and the neurons in the adjacent layers are
connected by means of full interconnection [16].

After constructing the topology of the artificial neural
network, it is necessary to learn and train the network in
order to make the network intelligent. For the BP artificial
neural network, the learning process is accomplished by
forward propagation and reverse correction propagation.
As each data acquisition node is related to other data acqui-
sition nodes, and each data acquisition node has historical

data, it can be trained through the historical data of data
acquisition nodes to generate the artificial neural network
learning operator of the data acquisition node.

4.1. Transform Function of the Input Unit. The data of the
non-data acquisition location sj is assessed by using the
inverse-distance learning operator of the data acquisition
node si closest to sj. Because there is spatial correlation
between interested locations in space acquisition, in this
paper, we adopt the IDWI algorithm combined with the BP
artificial neural network algorithm.

At a certain epoch tl, the data set of all other data
acquisition nodes except the si is as follows:

BM−si tl =

bso ,1 tl … bso ,1 tl

⋮ bsq ,i tl ⋮

bsm ,k tl … bsm ,k tl

, bs ∈M − si

15

In this paper, the inverse-distance weight is used to
construct the transform function. The transform function
hsi BM−si tl of the input unit BM−si tl of the artificial
neural network with data acquisition node si is as follows:

hsi BM−si tl =
1/distγsq⟶si

× BM−si tl

∑ M −1
sq∈M 1/distγsq⟶si

, sq ∈M − si, si ∈M,

16

where distsq⟶si
represents the distance between the data

acquisition node si and the non-data acquisition location
sq. γ represents the weighted power exponent of the

distance reciprocal. ∑ M −1
sq∈M 1/distγsq⟶si

represents the sum

of the weighted reciprocal of the distance from the data
acquisition node si to the rest of data acquisition nodes.

The artificial neural network requires a training set. We
take the historical data of the period T of all data acquisition
nodes as the training set. T = t0, t1,⋯, tl,⋯, tm . In practical
engineering, it is feasible for us to get the data from data
acquisition nodes in a period to learn.

In this paper, data collected from all data acquisition
nodes are used as the training set BM−si T . BM−si T is a
three-order tensor, as shown in the following Figure 2.
BM−si T ∈ Rk× M−si ×tm . The elements of the training set are
indexed by physical quantities, acquisition node, and epoch.

The BM−si T matrix is obtained by

BM−si T =

bso ,1 t0 … bso ,1 t0

⋮ bsq ,i tl ⋮

bsm ,k t0 … bsm ,k t0

bso,1 t1 … bso ,1 t1

⋮ bsq ,i t1 ⋮

bsm ,k t1 … bsm ,k t1

⋯

bso ,1 tl … bso ,1 tl

⋮ bsq ,i tl ⋮

bsm ,k tl … bsm ,k tl

⋯

bso,1 tm … bso,1 tm

⋮ bsq ,i tl ⋮

bsm ,k tm … bsm ,k tm

, bs ∈M − si

17
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In actual engineering, BM−si T has a lot of noise. It is
necessary to clean it. If it is not cleaned, it will affect the
estimation accuracy of the artificial neural network and the
precision of learning. Data cleaning is the process of reexa-
mining and verifying data to remove duplicate information,
correct existing errors, and provide data consistency. We
can use various filter algorithms to get BM−si T .

4.2. Artificial Neural Network Learning Operator. The
sensing data of the real network include several physical
quantities, such as temperature, humidity, and illumination.
Usually, a variety of sensors are deployed at an acquisition
node, and multiple physical quantities are collected at the
same time. Physical quantities at the same acquisition node
have the same temporal and spatial variation trend, but in
the process of recovery using the artificial neural network,
each quantity has a mutual promotion effect. The distance
between data acquisition nodes and non-data acquisition
locations is very easy to obtain. Based on the inverse-
distance interpolation algorithm and BP artificial neural
network algorithm, we propose a multidimensional inverse-
distance BP artificial neural network learning operator.

The BP artificial neural network, which is the most widely
used one-way propagating multilayer feedforward network,
is characterized by continuous adjustment of the network
connection weight, so that any nonlinear function can be
approximated with arbitrary accuracy. The BP artificial
neural network is self-learning and adaptive and has robust-
ness and generalization. The training of the BP artificial
neural network is the study of “supervisor supervision,”
The training process of the BP artificial neural network is
shown in Figure 3.

For the input information, it is first transmitted to the
node of the hidden layer through the weighted threshold
summation, and then the output information of the hidden
node is transmitted to the output node through the weighted
threshold summation after the operation of the transfer

function of each element. Finally, the output result is given.
The purpose of network learning is to obtain the right
weights and thresholds. The training process consists of
two parts: forward and backward propagation.

The BP artificial neural network is a multilayer feed-
forward network trained by the error backpropagation
algorithm. The BP artificial neural network structure is a
multilayer network structure, which has not only input nodes
and output nodes but also one or more hidden nodes. As
demonstrated in Figure 3, according to the prediction error,
the v and w are continuously adjusted, and finally the BP
artificial neural network learning operator for reconstructing
the data of data acquisition node si can be determined, as
shown in the part ϒsi

⋅ of Figure 3.
The input layer of the BP artificial neural network

learning operator is the data collected at a certain time at
all acquisition nodes except the si acquisition node, which is
the vector hsi BM−si tl . The input of the jth neuron in the
hidden layer is calculated by

Σj = 〠
M −1

q=1
〠
k

p=1
νq,j,phsi BM−si tl − θ j, 18

where νq,j,p represents the weight between the q, p th
input neurons and the jth neurons in the hidden layer. The
q, p th input neurons are hsi bsq ,k tl , that is, the k-th

dimension data of the sq acquisition node at time tl. θj is
the threshold of the jth neuron in the hidden layer. The
output of neurons in the hidden layer is calculated by

hoj =
1

1 + e−Σ j
19

Similarly, the output of each neuron in the output layer is
set to op.

Epoch

Acquisit
ion node

Ph
ys

ic
al

 q
ua

nt
ity

tmtlt0

so

sm

sq

k

Figure 2: The model of BM−si T .
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The sum of squared errors of all neurons in the output
layer is the objective function value optimized by the BP
artificial neural network algorithm, which is calculated by

E =
1

M − 1 × k × k
〠
M −1

q=1
〠
k

p=1
〠
k

p=1
bsi ,p − op

2, 20

where bsi ,p represents the expected output value of neuron op
in the output layer, corresponding to the value of the pth
physical quantity sensed by the data acquisition node si.
According to the gradient descent method, the error of
each neuron in the output layer is obtained by

Ep = op × 1 − op × bsi ,p − op 21

The weights and thresholds of the output layer can be
adjusted by

Δω = ∂ × Ep × hoj, 22

Δθp = ∂ × Ep, 23

where ∂ ∈ 0, 1 is the learning rate, which reflects the
speed of training and learning. Similarly, the weight and
threshold of the hidden layer can be obtained. If the
desired results cannot be obtained from the output layer,
it needs to constantly adjust the weights and thresholds,
gradually reducing the error. The BP neural network has
strong self-learning ability and can quickly obtain the
optimal solution.
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Figure 3: The training process of the BP artificial neural network.
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The mathematical model of Figure 3 is as follows:

f op 〠
J

j=1
〠
k

p=1
ωj f Σ j

〠
M −1

q=1
〠
k

p=1
νq,j,phsi BM−si T ⟶ bsi ,p T ,

24

where Bsq
T is the training data, that is, the historical data

of acquisition nodes except si in the period T . hsi ⋅ is the
transform function of the input layer. νq,j is the weight of
the input layer. f Σ j

⋅ is the transfer function of the input

layer to the hidden layer. w is the weight of the hidden
layer to the output layer. f op ⋅ is the transfer function of

the hidden layer to the input layer. bsi T is the “supervisor
supervision” that is the historical data of acquisition node si
in the period T .

From (14) and (24), the following formula can be
obtained:

ϒsi
⋅ = f op 〠

J

j=1
ωj f Σ j

〠
M −1

q=1
〠
k

p=1
νq,j,p ⋅ ∣bsi T , 25

whereϒsi
⋅ represents the inverse-distance BP artificial neu-

ral network learning operator of acquisition node si. ∣bsi T
represents that this neural network operator ϒsi

⋅ is a learn-
ing operator trained by the data of si as tutor information.

The data collected by each data acquisition node in the
monitoring area is related to each other. The data of a data
acquisition node can be learned by inputting the data of
other data acquisition nodes into the learning operator.
The learning operator set of data acquisition nodes in the
whole monitoring area is as follows:

ϒ ⋅ = ϒsi
⋅ ∣ si ∈M 26

5. Interpolation at Non-Data
Acquisition Locations

We transfer the BP artificial neural network operators from
data acquisition nodes to non-data acquisition locations.
We can use the learning operator of the data acquisition node
closest to the non-data acquisition location to estimate the
data of the non-data acquisition location. There are four ways
to implement the learning operator transferring, including
sample transferring, feature transferring, model transferring,
and relationship transferring. In this paper, model transfer-
ring (also called parameter transferring) is used to better
combine with the BP artificial neural network; that is, we
can use the pretrained BP artificial neural network to inter-
polate. The BP artificial neural network learning operator
has strong robustness and adaptability. In the interested area,
if the physical quantity collected is highly correlated, and
there is no situation in which the physical quantity changes

drastically between the various interested locations, the
learning operator can be transferred.

Since the construction of the artificial neural network
requires historical data for training, and there is no historical
data at the non-data acquisition location deployed without
sensors, it is very difficult to construct the artificial neural
networks of the non-data acquisition location. However, we
can predict the physical quantities of non-data acquisition
locations by using the learning operator from the nearest data
acquisition node.

5.1. Transform Function Corresponding to Nonacquisition
Location sj. First, we use the IDWI method to construct the
transform function. The transform function of the artificial
neural network input unit sq of the acquisition node si is
defined as hsi BM−si tl :

hsj BM−si tl =
BM−si tl /dist

γ
sq⟶sj

∑ M −1
sq∈M−si 1/distγsq⟶sj

, 27

where distsq⟶sj
represents the distance between sq and sj.

γ represents the weighted exponentiation of the distance

reciprocal. ∑ M −1
sq∈M 1/distγsq⟶sj

represents the sum of the

weighted reciprocal of the distance from the non-data
acquisition location sj to the rest of the acquisition nodes.
The physical data collected from the remaining M − 1
data acquisition nodes except si are as follows:

BM−si = bsq tl ∣ sq ∈M − si 28

5.2. Learning Operator Transferring. Since the data of the
data acquisition node closest to the non-data acquisition
location is important to the non-data acquisition location,
and its data is most correlated with the data of the non-
data acquisition location, we estimate the data of the non-
data acquisition location with data from the nearest data
acquisition node and its learning operator.

Since the data we are targeting is spatially correlated, the
smaller the distance between the two interested locations is,
the smaller the difference of the collected data is. Conversely,
the greater the difference of the collected data is. We can
use the data of the data acquisition node close to the
non-data acquisition location to assess the data at the
non-data acquisition location.

Because the BP artificial neural network learning opera-
tor has strong robustness and adaptability, we can transfer
the inverse BP artificial neural network learning operator of
si to sj in order to estimate the data at sj in this paper. The
transform function h ⋅ does not change with time, and it is
a function of the distance between the sampling locations.
hsi BM−si tl ⟶ hsj BM−si tl , the number of input param-

eters is constant, while the input parameters vary with time.
So the change of the transform function will not affect the
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trend of input parameters. The change of the transform
function will not affect the accuracy of prediction, and the
operator transferring can be implemented.

d̂sj″ tl =ϒsi
hsj BM−si tl

= f si 〠
J

j=1
ωj f z j 〠

M

q=1
νq,jhsj BM−si tl

29

The assessment network based on the BP artificial neural
network operator is shown in Figure 4.

In this paper, our proposed method is improved on the
basis of the BP artificial neural network. According to spatial
correlation, the physical quantities of the monitored and
interested location close to the data acquisition nodes sq can
be approximated by learning the operator of sq.

Suppose dsj represents the estimated value of the physical

quantity of the interested location sj. Due to conditional
restrictions, no sensor is deployed at the interested location
sj. We choose the physical quantity of the data acquisition
node si nearest to the non-data acquisition location sj for
estimation. We can use Algorithm 1 to achieve the determi-
nation of si.

5.3. Assessment at the Non-Data Acquisition Location. si is
the nearest data acquisition node to sj. We can use the learn-
ing operator of the data acquisition node si to estimate dsj .

This paper is an improvement on the inverse-distance inter-
polation method. Because si is closest to sj, the correlation of
their data is the largest. The data collected actually by si have
the greatest impact on the predictive value at sj.

dsj = E d′sj tl , d″sj tl

= α × d′sj tl + β × d″sj tl , si ∈M, sj ∈ S −M,
30

where α and β denote the weight of d′sj tl and d″sj tl ,
respectively, to estimate physical quantities at sj. α + β = 1.

d′sj tl is the value of the actual measurement, so its

credibility is higher. The closer si is to sj, the greater the
correlation between physical quantity at si and the data
collected by si based on spatial correlation.

We assume that distsi⟶sj
represents the distance between

si and sj. The influence weight of data collected by si on
the assessment of sj decreases with increasing distsi⟶sj

.

Conversely, the greater the distance distsi⟶sj
, the smaller

the impact. The change field of distsi⟶sj
is 0, +∞ . We find

that the inverse tangent function is an increasing function on
0, +∞ . The function curve is shown in Figure 5.

We use the boundedness and monotonically increasing
characteristics of the arctangent function curve and are

inspired by the idea of IDWI. The formula for calculating β
is as follows:

β =
arctan distsi⟶sj

π/2
, distsi⟶sj

∈ 0, +∞ 31

We limit the value of β to the interval [0, 1]. When
distsi⟶sj

is close to 0, β is close to 0, and 1 − β is close to 1,

then the data measured by the data acquisition point is closer
to the value at the non-data acquisition location. When
distsi⟶sj

= 0, it means that the sensors have deployed in sj,

and we do not need other values calculated by the prediction
algorithm and directly use the actual measured data.

d̂sj =
arctan distsi⟶sj

π/2
× d″sj tl

+ 1 −
arctan distsi⟶sj

π/2
× d′sj tl , si ∈M, sj ∈ S −M

32

If the interested location of the interpolation is still far
from the nearest data acquisition node, then this algorithm
will cause a large error. Since we are using the sensor
placement based on the iterative dividing four subregions,
the sensors of the data acquisition node are omnidirectional
throughout the space, not only concentrated in a certain
domain. The error is not too large.

6. Experiments and Evaluation

6.1. Parameter Setup. The data set we used is the measured
data provided by the Intel Berkeley Research lab [9]. The data
is collected from 54 data acquisition nodes in the Intel
Berkeley Research lab between February 28th and April 5th,
2004. In this case, the epoch is a monotonically increasing
sequence number from each mote. Two readings from the
same epoch number were produced from different motes at
the same time. There are some missing epochs in this data
set. Mote IDs range from 1–54. In this experiment, we
selected the data of these 9 motes as a set of interested
locations, because these 9 points have the same epoch.

S = s7 22 5, 8 , s18 5 5, 10 , s19 3 5, 13 , s21 4 5, 18 ,
s22 1 5, 23 , s31 15 5, 28 , s46 34 5, 16 , s47 39 5, 14 ,
s48 35 5, 10

33

When the environment of the monitoring area is not
very complicated, the physical quantity of acquisition is a
very spatial correlation, and it is feasible to use the
placement based on the iterative dividing four subregions
to deploy sensors. In this experiment, we use the method
of the iterative dividing four subregions to select the
interested locations from S as data acquisition nodes. The
closest si xi, yi (si xi, yi ∈ S) to the deployment location
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generated by the method of the iterative dividing four
subregions is selected in M.

In this experiment, we set the dimension of the collected
data to 2, that is, k = 2. We take two physical quantities:
temperature and humidity. Data acquisition nodes need at
least two, i.e., M ≥ 2. Because one data acquisition node
should be the closest node from the interested location for
interpolation, and si ∉ ∅, the data of other acquisition nodes
should be used as the training set of the artificial neural
network. M − si⊄∅, M − si ≥ 1.

The epochs we chose are: T = 33,35,42, 44,51,56,61,62,
70,73,86,88,89,91,95,99,102,107,112,113,123,124,127 . These
data whose epoch is an element in T are used as a training set
epoch. Unfortunately, the actual sampling sensing data are
always corrupted and some values go missing. We need real
clean sensing data to train the BP artificial neural networks
to improve the interpolation precision.

In order to not lose the trend of data change in the
process of data filtering, we simply use the mean processing
with a filter window on the temporal direction of the mea-
surements as the clean sensing data. If dsi t − 1 − dsi t ≫
δ × dM−si t − 1 − dM−si t , then dsi t can be replaced by
the value calculated

dsi t =
dsi t − 1 + dsi t + 1

2
, 34

where δ is the adjusting coefficient. In this experiment, we
take δ = 10.

The filtered result of the temperature measurements is
shown in Figure 6(a), and the actual sensing data is shown
in Figure 6(b). The filtered result of the humidity measure-
ments is shown in Figure 7(a), and the actual sensing data
is shown in Figure 7(b).

When comparing the test results, we need that the epoch
of the data supplied by each mote is the same. Because in the
actual application, the data space of the monitoring area we
built is the data space at a certain moment. We assumed
that tl = 138. In this experiment, the time we selected
was the 138th epoch for interpolation. We compare the
actual collected value at the 138th epoch with the interpola-
tion calculated by algorithms.

To evaluate the accuracy of the reconstructed measure-
ment, we choose the mean relative error (MRE). It reflects
the precision of the estimated data relative to the mea-
sured data. The formula for the calculation of MRE is as
follows [17]:

MRE =
1
n
〠
n

i=1

d xi − d̂ xi
d xi

, 35

where d xi is the actual acquisition value of the ith sensor.
Correspondingly, d̂ xi is the assessed value. n is the total
number of data acquisition nodes.

6.2. Results of the Experiment. This experiment is in a small
range, the physical quantity of the collected data is highly
correlated, and there is no situation in which the physical

quantity changes drastically between the various interested
locations, so the learning operator can be transferred.

In the case of data loss, we compare our method with the
inverse-distance-weighted interpolation algorithm in terms
of interpolation accuracy. Then qsi = 0. Since the data acqui-
sition nodes for data loss are random, we conducted 20 tests
for a more accurate comparison. Obviously, it is necessary
that the number of acquisition node points for data loss be
less than or equal to the total number of acquisition nodes.
The results are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

As can be seen from Figures 8 and 9, as the proportion
of lost data in all collected data decreases, the error of inter-
polation is gradually reduced. The curve of the proposed
algorithm is relatively flat, indicating that it is less affected
by data loss.

In the case of data loss, especially when the number of
data acquisition nodes is relatively small, the interpolation
error of our algorithm is much smaller than that of the
inverse-distance-weighted interpolation.

In the case of data disturbance, we compare our
method with the inverse-distance-weighted interpolation
algorithm in terms of interpolation accuracy. Then qsi =
No dsi tl , σ

2 /dsi . For the interpolation of temperature, we
use the mean temperature of all acquisition nodes as the
mean value of the Gauss distribution. We set the parameters

−π/2

π/2

y

xO

Figure 5: Inverse tangent function curve.

Input: M, sj xj, yj
Output: si
Initialize mindist
For each si in M

distsj⟶sq
= xj − xq

2 + yj − yq
22

if mindist > distsj⟶sq

then i = q, mindist = distsj⟶sq

end if
End for

Algorithm 1: Culling si from M.
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as dsi tl = 18 47895 and σ2 = 18; for the interpolation of
humidity, we use the mean humidity of all acquisition nodes
as the mean value of the Gauss distribution. We set the
parameters as dsi tl = 39 44691 and σ2 = 39. Again, we did
20 tests. The results are shown in Figures 10 and 11.

It can be seen from Figures 10 and 11 that the variation
curve of the proposed algorithm is relatively flat, while the
curve of the inverse-distance-weighted interpolation algo-
rithm fluctuates greatly. The interpolation error of the IDWI
algorithm is not only affected by data disturbance but also
affected by the deployment location of the data acquisition
nodes. When 7 acquisition nodes are deployed, the error of
the IDWI algorithm is the smallest. Because sensor place-
ment based on the iterative dividing four subregions is near
uniform deployment when 7 acquisition nodes are deployed,
the interpolation error is small.

In the case where there are not many acquisition nodes,
the density of the acquisition nodes where data disturbance
occurs is large, so the error of interpolation is more promi-
nent. The number of sensors that can be deployed increases,
and the error of interpolation is also reduced.

As we can see from Figures 8–11, our algorithm is insen-
sitive to errors and strong in robustness when the data is
wrong, while the inverse-distance interpolation method has
a great influence on the interpolation accuracy of the error
data. In particular, when the error rate is high, the relative
error of our algorithm is much lower than that of the
inverse-distance interpolation algorithm. When the error
rate is 50%, our algorithm has a relative error of 0.1 and the
relative error of the inverse-distance interpolation algorithm
is 3.5, as shown in Figure 9(a).

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a robust data interpolation based
on a back propagation artificial neural network operator for
incomplete acquisition in a wireless sensor network. Under
the incomplete collection strategy of WSN, the effect of com-
plete acquisition can be approximately obtained by interpola-
tion. In the case of limited data acquisition nodes, the data of
the acquisition nodes are used to train to obtain the learning
operator. Then, the learning operator of the acquisition node
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Figure 7: The humidity sensing data from the Intel Berkeley Research lab: (a) the filtered sensing data; (b) the actual sensing data.
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Figure 9: The humidity sensing data from the Intel Berkeley Research lab: (a) data loss occurred at 1 data acquisition node; (b) data loss
occurred at data acquisition nodes increased from 2 to 8.
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Figure 8: The temperature sensing data from the Intel Berkeley Research lab: (a) data loss occurred at 1 data acquisition node; (b) data loss
occurred at data acquisition nodes increased from 2 to 8.
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closest to the non-data acquisition location is transferred to
the non-data acquisition location for interpolation. Consid-
ering that the data collected by WSN is prone to error, we

analyzed the reasons for the error. In order to improve the
fault tolerance and robustness of the interpolation algo-
rithm, we proposed a BP artificial neural network learning
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Figure 11: The humidity sensing data from the Intel Berkeley Research lab: (a) data disturbance occurred at 1 data acquisition node; (b) data
disturbance occurred at data acquisition nodes increased from 2 to 8.
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Figure 10: The temperature sensing data from the Intel Berkeley Research lab: (a) data disturbance occurred at 1 data acquisition node;
(b) data disturbance occurred at data acquisition nodes increased from 2 to 8.
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operator. From the experiments, we demonstrated that our
algorithm has strong robustness, and it has a lower error in
the case of data errors collected by the WSN. This method
has strong potential for practical data visualization, data
analysis, WSN monitoring, etc.
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